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Abstract

Inequality has become a much debated issue in the ongoing assessment of the performance of

the contemporary post-crisis global economy. In this paper I present a Yangian general equi-

librium approach that shows that global trade institutions might result in signi�cantly higher

welfare inequality than an organic matching economy based on an endogenous social division

of labour. Global markets enhance the e�ects of social scarcity of the most preferred com-

modity, thus increasing the welfare of its primary producers over the agents producing the less

socially scarce commodity. A detailed analysis is presented to identify the institutional features

that cause this opportunity inequality.

1 Introduction

Recently, public discussion in the media and the popularity of publications such as Stiglitz (2013)

and Pike�y (2014) have drawn our a�ention to the issue of welfare inequality in our contemporary

global economy. Inequality has long been recognised as a valid subject of research in economics and,

in particular, in general equilibrium theory. In the 1970s a large theoretical literature on inequal-

ity and fairness developed. �ese contributions focussed on developing concepts that expressed

fairness as the absence of envy, in particular initiated from the seminal concept of envy-freeness

(Foley, 1967). �is theory strictly avoids the use of interpersonal utility comparisons as well as the

measurement of income inequality, so much the subject of the recent public debate on inequality.

Based on this literature a theory of fairness in market economies was developed through seminal

contributions by Kolm (1972); Schmeidler and Vind (1972); Varian (1974); Pazner (1977); Pazner and

Schmeidler (1978) and �omson (1983).
1

�e traditional general equilibrium approach to fairness has some de�ciencies that makes it less

e�ective as a tool to consider the issues raised recently about inequality in our contemporary global

economy. First, the fairness concepts introduced have a rather limited scope, since they are based

on a se�ing inwhich agents are only compared through subjective envy of other agents’ allocations.
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�emain result from this theory is that every competitive (Walrasian) equilibrium from equal endowments is envy-

free and e�cient.
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So, particularly, the scope of this literature avoids addressing inequality through income compar-

isons. In this paper we impose a very restrictive assumption by endowing all agents with exactly

the same utility function, thereby making it possible to do comprehensive and exhaustive welfare

comparisons. Although restrictive, this hypothesis is unavoidable to make meaningful inferences

about inequality in a market se�ing.

Second, the application of aWalrasian general equilibrium framework imposes ex-ante the strict

dichotomy between consumption and production, thereby excluding the consideration of how the

social division of labourmight be a�ected through institutional change. In this paper, I explicitly use

a Yangian (Yang, 1988, 2001) framework in which all agents are modelled as consumer-producers,

implying that there emerges an endogenous social division of labour in the economy. �is allows

us to implement a rich environment through relatively simple means, in which a wide variety of

qualitative inferences can be made from the equilibria that emerge in the economy. In particular, I

focus on how the endogenous adjustment of the social division of labour a�ects welfare inequality

under di�erent institutional trade infrastructures.

I focus in this paper on an alternative approach to measure inequality in a general equilib-

rium framework that addresses the conversion from localised trade to globalised trade. My starting

point is the well-accepted proposition that more global trade leads generally to higher welfare and

increased e�ciency. �is assertion is based on the direct extension of insights from Walrasian

general equilibrium theory. Indeed, the First Welfare �eorem (Debreu, 1951) states that in a Wal-

rasian system of perfectly competitive markets, trade results in an e�cient allocation in the sense

of Pareto (1906). �is was re�ned later to more di�erentiated forms of e�ciency. It is natural to

conclude, therefore, that if markets encompass more traders, the resulting equilibria lead to higher

overall welfare due to increased e�ciency. �e Yangian perspective—founded on the emergence of

an endogenous social division of labour—does not alter this insight.

However, the issue of how the generated wealth is distributed, is not subject to the norma-

tive notion of Pareto e�ciency. �e generated wealth can be distributed unevenly, even though

there is an increased e�ciency in the economy. Welfare inequality, therefore, remains a valid point

of concern under globalisation. �is is well-accepted in international trade theory based on the

Heckscher-Ohlin model (Heckscher, 1919; Ohlin, 1933) that inequality can increase as a conse-

quence of the engagement in trade.

In this paper I extend this perspective into the Yangian theory of general equilibrium that cen-

tres on the endogenous emergence of a social division of labour. We can apply this framework to

various institutional trade environments and compare the resulting wealth distributions. �rough

this approach we can address the in�uence of institutional trade infrastructures on inequality. We

look particularly at two very di�erent institutional frameworks within which a global social divi-

sion of labour emerges.

First, we look at a matching network in which the scope of trade is minimal—denoted as a

matching economy. �is institutional trade environment is modelled as a three-stage process. In

the �rst stage economic agents select trading partners; in the second stage all matched partners

specialise through the selection of a certain production plan; and, �nally, in the third stage trade is

engaged between the matched individuals. A social division of labour emerges in which economic
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agents specialise optimally and engage only in trade with opposite specialists. Under certain con-

ditions, there can emerge an economy with matchings between autarkic farmers, representing an

autarkic rival sector in the economy.

Second, we consider a standard Yangian general equilibrium framework (Yang, 2001), repre-

senting a global market economy. A global price now guides all economic agents simultaneously

to specialise in certain production plans, determined by their individual productive abilities. In the

emerging global equilibria, all economic agents always engage in trade and, thus, there does not

emerge an autarkic, rural sector in the economy.

Within this framework, we aim to investigate welfare inequalities across these two institutional

trade infrastructures by considering the general equilibria that arise under both institutional set-

tings. In both institutional trade infrastructures, signi�cant welfare inequalities emerge among the

di�erent types of economic agents: Producers of necessary goods (farmers) always a�ain higher

wealth than the (specialised) producers of luxury goods.

�ere are, however, signi�cant di�erences in the wealth distributions under these two institu-

tional trade infrastructures. In general, if there are higher returns to specialisation, the identi�ed

welfare inequality between these types is more pronounced in a global Yangian equilibrium than

in an equilibrium in the matching framework. �is implies that generally globalisation enhances

welfare inequalities, if there are higher returns from specialisation. Only if output levels under

specialisation are limited, welfare inequalities might abate due to globalisation.

A secondary, less pronounced factor in the determination of whether globalisation results in

increased inequality is preferential: �emore the necessary good is appreciated by the agents in the

economy, the more the inequality increase is abated. For high enough preference of the necessary

good, the resulting equilibrium in a Yangian global market economy is fully autarkic, meaning that

all consumer-producers specialise as farmers and there is no trade.

�e Yangian general equilibrium approach. In this paper our approach centres on the en-

dogenous emergence of a social division of labour in the sense of Yang (1988); Yang and Borland

(1991) and Yang (2001, 2003). �is approach founds wealth creation explicitly on the combination of

increasing returns to specialisation with the principle of gains from trade in an economy consisting

of consumer-producers.

Here the concept of increasing returns to specialisation refers to the human ability to achieve

higher output levels if human capital is concentrated on skills related to a limited set of productive

tasks. �is implies that human capital is more developed in the productive skills related to a lim-

ited set of goods. Mathematically this is represented by non-convexities in the production set, in

particular along the axes of the commodity space.
2
Trade among specialised economic agents now

exploits the identi�ed increasing returns to specialisation and achieves the generation of signi�cant

social wealth.

�e Yangian approach uses the powerful notion of a consumer-producer—which combines con-

sumptive and productive abilities into a single representative concept—rather than the classical di-

2
It should be pointed out that increasing returns to specialisation is a generally weaker concept than increasing

returns to scale. For an exposition of this I refer to Diamantaras and Gilles (2004).
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chotomy of production and consumption through separated sets of consumers and producers. Each

consumer-producer is endowedwith a utility function aswell as a production set, which is subject to

increasing returns to specialisation. Under a price mechanism with price-taking behaviour, these

consumer-producers will specialise in a corner-solution of the production optimisation problem,

thereby specialising in the production of a limited set of goods. (Yao, 2002; Cheng and Yang, 2004;

Diamantaras and Gilles, 2004)

In this paper, our simple model endows all agents with exactly the same utility function, thus

facilitating a complete analysis of welfare inequalities generated in the two di�erent institutional

trade environments. Agents are di�erentiated according to their productive abilities, introducing

two di�erent types of agents—one type predisposed to produce a highly desirable, necessary good

(Type A) and the other type more adept to produce a luxury good (Type B).

In this se�ing we compare a matching economy in which trade relationships are completely

localised between two agents only and conducted at competitive prices. �e other institutional

se�ing is that of a system of perfectly competitive global markets. In both systems Type A agents

have higher welfare than Type B agents. However, inequalities increase under a global market

system for certain parameter values. In particular, one can conclude that global markets put more

weight on the socially scarcer commodity through a higher price as well as through a modi�ed

social division of labour that reduces the total supply of that good. �is is a consequence of the

social division of labour to be guided by the price mechanism rather than relationally through a

network of trade relationships.

Structure of the paper: In the next section an overview of the Yangian foundations of the model

are presented, introducing the details of the model of a consumer-producer. Section 3 debates a

matching economy based on bilateral interaction. Section 4 looks at the Yangian general equilib-

rium model of a global economy and Section 5 carefully analyses welfare inequalities in the two

introduced systems. We conclude with the discussion of the resulting insights.

2 �e fundamentals

All agents are consumer-producers. In principle we assume that there is a continuum of agents with

mass 1 (unity) and that we can express di�erent types of agents in fractions of the total population.

�ere are two goods: X stands for food stu�s and Y stands for cloth—or any generic luxury

commodity.

Consumption: All agents have an identical utility function given by a Stone-Geary formulation

with

U (x ,y) = x (y + α ) (1)

where α > 0 describers the luxury nature of the Y -good and hoe much foodstu�s X are preferred

to the luxury commodity Y .
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It is clear that the selection of this utility function is limiting, but it has rather appealing proper-

ties based on the following considerations. Indeed, this utility function imposes thatX is a necessity,

while Y is a luxury good. �is allows for a relatively rich structure, since it supports the emergence

of an equilibrium in which all economic agents specialise as farmers, but it does not support an

equilibrium in which all consumer-producers are weavers. On the other hand, in a CES formu-

lation both goods would essentially be a luxury good, while in a Cobb-Douglas formulation both

goods become necessities.

Production: �ere are two types of agents in this economy, that are di�erentiated from each

other through their productive abilities. �ese two types represent di�erentiated human capital in

the population. Simply, the two types of agents are specialised—or “educated”—in di�erent spe-

cialisations, namely as farmers or as weavers. Of course, agents who are trained as farmers can

produce cloth (Y ) as well, but at a lower output level than weavers. Similarly, weavers are able to

farm, but typically at a lower output level than farmers.
3

Assuming that Q > 1 represents full productive ability in any of the two goods, the productive

outputs are now formulated as follows:

Agent type Specialisation X Specialisation Y Population fraction

Type A (Q ,0) (0,1) 0 < f < 1

Type B (1,0) (0,Q ) 0 < 1 − f < 1

�e determination of the fraction f is institutional in this framework. Indeed, one can think of

an institutional barrier to freely train oneself as a Type A farmer. In particular in our analysis we

are interested in the case that the class of farmers is a minority, i.e., 0 < f 6 1

2
, implying that the

fraction of weavers—representing luxury good producers—is a majority. �is restriction generates

a rather interesting framework for the emergence of increased inequality due to globalisation as

we see in Section 4.

�e restriction that f 6 1

2
can be founded on a certain view of the ability to become a farmer in

the primitive economy considered here. It is founded on the hypothesis that there is a fundamen-

tal, �xed quantity of a certain input for the production of X , say land. In the feudal system it was

imposed that only the eldest surviving son of a landowner could inherit the family estate, while

the younger male siblings were employed elsewhere.
4
�e limited quantity of arable land in com-

bination with the inheritance institution described results in a strict upper bound on the fraction

of landowning farmers.
5

3
�e education of these agents is subject to a potential extension of this model. Indeed, one can ask how these agents

are typically educated. An overlapping generations framework can be constructed to model the process of education

and the training of a new generation of agents by an existing generation of economic agents. Two educational systems

can be implemented here, namely an apprentice system placing a novice with a master specialist and a public education

system, where education is performed through a professional class of educators.

4
In Anglo-Saxon noble landholding families, younger sons were usually directed to a career in the Roman Catholic

church. Female o�spring was usually used for purposes of building a social network for the family.

5
�e majority fraction (1− f ) of weavers stands now for the urban population in the society that can either produce

luxury goods in the urban economy, founded on a well-developed social division of labour, and working as a peasant for
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�e model therefore has three main parameters: α ; Q ; and f .

3 �e network economy

We consider a three-stage formulation of the production-trade process in a matching economy,

representing local trade only. �is three-stage process can be described as follows:

Stage 1: All agents select one and only one trade partner and form a matching network of trade

relationships—the trade infrastructure.

Stage 2: All agents select a production plan, given their productive abilities corresponding to their

type, as reported in the table above. �e selected production plan is executed.

Stage 3: All paired agents engage in trade under a competitive price mechanism. Hence, given the

produced quantities of the two commodities in the trade relationship, both agents barter and

establish an exchange rate that equates demand and supply in that relationship. �is com-

petitive price re�ects the social scarcity of the two goods in that trade relationship properly.

Final utility levels are established a�er consumption a�er trade.

�e use of a competitive price emerging in Stage 3 of this trade process is founded on the underlying

hypothesis that the two traders are equally powerful and that the barter process is balanced. So,

none of these traders is able to impose conditions on the other trader. In this case it seems plausible

and justi�able to implement simply a competitive price as the outcome of the trade process in Stage

3.
6

Next, backward induction is used to compute the subgame perfect Nash equilibrium (SPNE) for

this particular three-stage model. First, we can determine for any con�guration of output levels the

resulting �nal consumption bundles in a bilateral trade relationship under price-taking behaviour

for the given utility function.

Next, we can determine for any potential bilateral matching the optimal specialisations, given

the �nal consumption bundles resulting from trade. Every potential bilateral trade relationship

can be represented in a normal form matrix game in which agents’ strategies are given as the

available production plans. Nash equilibria can be identi�ed in all matrix form representations of

such typi�ed trade relationships. Finally, an equilibriummatching network pa�ern can be identi�ed

from the equilibria determined in the second stage of the three-stage matching framework.

Setup and notation: �roughout we use food stu�s X as money and express the value of the

luxury good Y in terms of X . Hence, p > 0 describes the quantity of X that is equivalent to one

unit of Y . Or, p is the price of Y in terms of X .

a landholding farmer.

6
An alternative would be to implement a non-price trading process such as Edgpeworthian barter represented by a

core allocation. Noting that any competitive equilibrium allocation is in the core, also this interpretation would allow

for the use of a competitive price in Stage 3 of this matching equilibration process.
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3.1 Solving Stage 3

From the consumption problem for a given level of income I > 0 we derive from the interior

solutions based on �rst order conditions that demand functions for both goods are given by

dX (p) =
I + αp

2

(2)

dY (p) =
I − αp

2p
(3)

�ese demand functions will be used throughout to derive equilibrium prices and utility levels for

all binary trade situations.

Indeed, if two traders meet that have supply vectors (X ,0) and (0,Y ), then in their trade rela-

tionship clearly we have that IX = X and IY = pY . Hence,

dX =

(
X + αp

2

,
X − αp

2p

)
(4)

dY =

(
p (Y + α )

2

,
Y − α

2

)
(5)

�ese results imply that we have to impose two constraints to avoid boundary solutions to the

consumption problem: 0 6 α 6 Y and 0 6 α 6 X
p . �e �rst condition is binding, but the second is

immaterial as shown below and can be disregarded in the following analysis.

�is leads to the conclusion that for any 0 6 α 6 Y the trade relationship equilibrium exchange

rate or price is given by

p̂ =
X

Y + 2α
. (6)

�is implies that the second condition (0 6 α 6 X
p̂ = Y + 2α ) is non-binding under the equilibrium

price. Post-trade �nal consumption bundles are now given by

CX =

(
X (Y + 3α )

2(Y + 2α )
,
Y + α

2

)
(7)

CY =

(
X (Y + α )

2(Y + 2α )
,
Y − α

2

)
(8)

and equilibrium utility levels are computed as

U X =
X (Y + 3α )2

4(Y + 2α )
(9)

U Y =
X (Y + α )2

4(Y + 2α )
(10)

Hence,U X > U Y
if α > 0 regardless of the values of X and Y .

�e analysis above is only valid for 0 6 α 6 Y , which is a binding constraint leading to two separate
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cases in Stage 2. In the case that α > Y we derive that

dX =

(
X + αp

2

,
X − αp

2p

)
(11)

dY = (pY , 0) (12)

�is implies that the equilibrium price is now given by

p̂ =
X

α + 2Y
(13)

leading to consumption bundles given by

CX =

(
X (Y + α )

2Y + α
, Y

)
(14)

CY =

( XY

2Y + α
, 0

)
(15)

and equilibrium utility levels are computed as

U X =
X (Y + α )2

2Y + α
(16)

U Y =
αXY

2Y + α
(17)

We conclude that once again,U X > U Y
for all relevant parameter values with α > Y .

3.2 Solving Stage 2

Wenow investigate all potential trade relationships with regard to the selection of a production plan

for each of the two traders. �e three pa�erns we investigate are the trade relationships between

two Type A agents, two Type B agents and between one Type A and one Type B agent.

We use the results from the previous analysis regarding behaviour in Stage 3 to describe out-

comes in the analysis of Stage 2. Hence, appropriate values of X and Y are selected in the utility

formulations in (9), (10), (16) and (17) above to formulate matrix representations of the three poten-

tial trade relationships.

Type A meets Type A: Given the production ability of 1 unit of Y for a Type A agent (“farmer”)

we have to impose restrictions on the parameter α in our analysis.

For 0 6 α 6 1we derive a�er-trade equilibrium utility levels for di�erent specialisation pa�erns
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represented in matrix form as

A/A X Y

X αQ , αQ Q (1+3α )2

4(1+2α ) ,
Q (1+α )2

4(1+2α )

Y Q (1+α )2

4(1+2α ) ,
Q (1+3α )2

4(1+2α ) 0 , 0

We derive the following matrix form representation for α > 1 :

A/A X Y

X αQ , αQ Q (1+α )2

α+2 ,
αQ
α+2

Y αQ
α+2 ,

Q (1+α )2

α+2 0 , 0

�e analysis of these two matrix representations leads us to the following conclusions concerning

the resulting equilibria:

• For 0 6 α < 1

1+2
√
2

the unique Nash equilibrium is (X ,Y );

• For α = 1

1+2
√
2

there are two Nash equilibria, (X ,Y ) and (X ,X );

• For
1

1+2
√
2

< α 6 1 the unique Nash equilibrium is (X ,X ); and

• For α > 1 the unique Nash equilibrium is (X ,X ) as well.

�e resulting payo�s in this interaction are now deduced as

U =

(
Q (1 + α )2

4(1 + 2α )
,
Q (1 + 3α )2

4(1 + 2α )

)
for 0 6 α 6 1

1+2
√
2

(18)

U = ( αQ , αQ ) for α > 1

1+2
√
2

(19)

Type Bmeets Type B: Given the production ability ofQ unit of Y for a Type B agent (“weaver”)

we have to impose restrictions on the parameter α in our analysis.

For 0 6 α 6 Q we derive a�er-trade equilibrium utility levels for di�erent specialisation pat-

terns represented in matrix form as

B/B X Y

X α , α (Q+3α )2

4(Q+2α ) ,
(Q+α )2

4(Q+2α )

Y (Q+α )2

4(Q+2α ) ,
(Q+3α )2

4(Q+2α ) 0 , 0
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For α > Q we derive the following matrix representation:

B/B X Y

X α , α (Q+α )2

Q+2α ,
αQ

Q+2α

Y αQ
Q+2α ,

(Q+α )2

Q+2α 0 , 0

�e analysis of these two matrix representations leads us to the following conclusions concerning

the resulting equilibria:

• For 0 6 α < Q
1+2
√
2

the unique Nash equilibrium is (X ,Y );

• For α = Q
1+2
√
2

there emerge two Nash equilibria, (X ,Y ) and (X ,X );

• For
Q

1+2
√
2

< α 6 Q the unique Nash equilibrium is (X ,X ); and

• For α > Q the unique Nash equilibrium is (X ,X ) as well.

�e resulting payo�s in this interaction are now deduced as

U =

(
(Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )
,
(Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )

)
for 0 6 α 6 Q

1+2
√
2

(20)

U = ( α , α ) for α > Q
1+2
√
2

(21)

Type A meets Type B: �e most complicated case is that of a trade interaction between a Type

A agent and a Type B agent. We show that the parameter space is divided into several subspaces

corresponding to conditions under which di�erent equilibrium outcomes result. A full analysis is

presented below.

Note that the analysis of Stage 3 is implemented for Y = 1 as well as Y = Q for di�erent cases.

Hence, there are two thresholds for the value of α to be considered, namely 1 andQ . Assuming that

Q > 1 we get the regions 0 6 α 6 1, 1 6 α 6 Q and α > Q as the relevant parameter subspaces in

our analysis.

First, for 0 6 α 6 1 we derive a�er-trade equilibrium utility levels for di�erent specialisation

pa�erns represented in matrix form as

A/B X Y

X αQ , α Q (Q+3α )2

4(Q+2α ) ,
Q (Q+α )2

4(Q+2α )

Y (1+α )2
4(1+2α ) ,

(1+3α )2
4(1+2α ) 0 , 0
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Next, for 1 < α 6 Q we derive the following matrix form:

A/B X Y

X αQ , α Q (Q+3α )2

4(Q+2α ) ,
Q (Q+α )2

4(Q+2α )

Y α
2+α ,

(1+α )2
2+α 0 , 0

Finally, for α > Q we derive the following matrix representation:

A/B X Y

X αQ , α Q (Q+α )2

2Q+α ,
αQ2

2Q+α

Y α
2+α ,

(1+α )2
2+α 0 , 0

Using these three matrix representations for the trade relationship between a Type A and a Type B

agent we can now derive the resulting equilibria for di�erent parameter values ofα andQ . �rough-

out I restrict the analysis to the range 1 6 Q 6 3, which restricts the e�ects of education and

mentoring to a threefold multiplication of the productive ability of a specialised agent in the cho-

sen specialisation. It is particularly for these parameter values that our analysis yields interesting

insights.

�e analysis of the Type A – Type B trade relationship results in the identi�cation of 6 subspaces

in the parameter space for the givenQ-range. �is is depicted in Figure 1, which plots the subspaces

in the given parameter ranges. In each of these subspaces one can list the identi�ed properties and

the equilibria resulting:

Subspace A: �is subspace is characterised by all parameter values of α > 0 and 1 6 Q 6 3 such

that α > Q . �us, the interaction is described by the third matrix representation. In this

parameter space one can easily check that the following two inequalities hold:

αQ2

2Q + α
< α (22)

α

α + 2
< αQ (23)

Hence, in this area (X ,X ) is the unique Nash equilibrium specialisation pa�ern that emerges

in the trade relationship between a Type A and a Type B agent.

Subspace B ′: �is subspace is characterised by all parameter values of α > 0 and 1 6 Q 6 3 such

that 1 6 α < Q and such that additionally the following inequality holds

Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )
< α (24)

In this area the second matrix representation of the trade relationship holds. For this area it
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can be easily veri�ed that also
α

α+2 < αQ , which implies that (X ,X ) is again the unique Nash

equilibrium specialisation pa�ern that emerges in the trade relationship between a Type A

and a Type B agent.

Subspace C′: �is subspace is characterised by all parameter values of α > 0 and 1 6 Q 6 3 such

that 1 6 α < Q and such that additionally the following inequality holds

Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )
> α (25)

In this area the second matrix representation of the trade relationship holds. For this area it

can be easily veri�ed that also
α

α+2 < αQ , which implies that (X ,Y ) is here the unique Nash

equilibrium specialisation pa�ern that emerges in the trade relationship between a Type A

and a Type B agent.

Subspace B: �is subspace is characterised by all parameter values of α > 0 and 1 6 Q 6 3 such

thatα < 1 and such that additionally the inequality (24) holds. �is implies that the trade rela-

tionship is fully described by the �rst matrix representation introduced above. Furthermore,

it can be veri�ed that it holds that

(1 + α )2

4(1 + 2α )
< αQ (26)

�is implies that in this parameter subspace there emerges a unique Nash equilibrium in the

trade relationship, being the autarkic farming specialisation pa�ern (X ,X ).

Subspace C: �is subspace is characterised by all parameter values of α > 0 and 1 6 Q 6 3 such

that α < 1 and such that additionally the inequalities (25) as well as (26) hold. �is implies

that the trade relationship is fully described by the �rst matrix representation introduced

above.

�is implies that in this parameter subspace there emerges a unique Nash equilibrium in the

trade relationship, being the mutual specialisation pa�ern (X ,Y ).

Subspace D: Finally, this subspace is characterised by all parameter values of α > 0 and 1 6 Q 6 3

such that α < 1 and such that additionally

(1 + α )2

4(1 + 2α )
> αQ (27)

Again, this implies that the trade relationship is fully described by the �rst matrix represen-

tation introduced above. Here it can also be veri�ed that inequality (25) holds. Together with

the above this implies that in this parameter subspace there emerge two Nash equilibrium

specialisation pa�erns, namely (X ,Y ) as well as (Y ,X ).

In Figure 1, the parameter boundaries for the space itself (Q = 1 and Q = 3) and the various

matrix representations (α = 1 and α = Q) are depicted as red lines. �e coloured areas result from

inequalities (24) and (26).
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Figure 1: Parameter space for Type A – Type B interaction

�e identi�ed Nash equilibrium specialisation pa�erns now imply that we can reduce our �ndings

to two conclusions. In the given parameter space described by α > 0 and 1 6 Q 6 3, we identify

two relevant subspaces:

• In the subspace A = A ∪ B ∪ B ′ there emerges the autarkic farming specialisation pa�ern

(X ,X ) as the unique Nash equilibrium.

• In the subspace B = C ∪ C′ ∪ D there emerges the mutual specialisation pa�ern (X ,Y ) as a

Nash equilibrium pa�ern. In the following analysis of Stage 1 of the game we focus on this

equilibrium in particular.

We emphasise that although the equilibrium pa�erns are simple, the payo� formulations are dif-

ferent depending on what part of the parameter space one focusses on.

3.3 Solving Stage 1

Given the equilibria identi�ed in Stage 2 of the three-stage matching market mechanism, we can

now determine the expected optimal behaviour in the selection of trade partners by both types of

13



agents to form a matching structure. �e main insight is presented in the next theorem, which

indicates that agents of both types prefer to be matched with a partner of the other type. �is then

results in a description of the resulting equilibrium matching structures in this economy.

�eorem 3.1 Assume that 1 6 Q 6 3. Given the possible trade relationships and the Nash equilibria

emerging in the second stage of the matching network trading process, both Type A and Type B agents

weakly prefer to to be matched with an agent of the opposite type.

Proof. �e proof of the assertion stated in �eorem 3.1 will be checked for agents of both types

separately.

TypeA agents: Comparing a TypeA – TypeAmeeting with a TypeA – Type B meeting we derive

the utilitarian comparisons that show that TypeA always weakly prefer to be matched with a Type

B agent.

Indeed, if 0 6 α 6 1

1+2
√
2

we note that for any Type A agent the expected payo� in a Type A –

Type A meeting is at most UAA (A) =
Q (1+3α )2

4(1+2α ) , while the equilibrium payo� from a Type A – Type

B meeting isUAB (A) =
Q (Q+3α )2

4(Q+2α ) . It is easy to check thatUAB (A) > UAA (A) since Q > 1.

For α > 1

1+2
√
2

we note that UAA (A) = αQ and that the payo� from a meeting with a Type B agent

is eitherUAB (A) =
Q (Q+3α )2

4(Q+2α ) orUAB (A) = αQ . In either case it is clear thatUAB (A) > UAA (A).

Type B agents: We �rst consider 0 6 α 6 Q
1+2
√
2

. In that case we have that the minimal payo�

from a meeting with a Type B agent isUBB (B) =
(Q+α )2

4(Q+2α ) andUAB (B) =
Q (Q+α )2

4(Q+2α ) . Clearly,UAB (B) >

UBB (B). So, even though the maximal payo� from a meeting with another Type B agent is larger,

the fact that the minimum is a�ained implies that Type B agents weakly prefer to meet with Type

A agents.

Next, for
Q

1+2
√
2

6 α 6 Q , we identify that the payo� from a meeting with a Type B agent is

UBB (B) = α . For a meeting with a Type A agent we have that, depending on the exact value of α ,

either UAB (B) = α (in the parameter subspace B) or UAB (B) =
Q (Q+α )2

4(Q+2α ) (in the parameter subspace

A). In both cases, a Type B agent weakly prefers a miring with a Type A agent.

Finally, for α > Q , since 1 6 Q 6 3, we have thatUAB (B) = UBB (B) = α , which implies that a Type

B agent is indi�erent between meeting with an agent of any type.

�is completes the proof of �eorem 3.1.

�e analysis presented in the proof of�eorem 3.1 is summarised in Figure 2 below. In this graphical

representation, the relevant parameter space is divided in the subspaces identi�ed in the proof

above.
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Figure 2: Equilibrium analysis for the matching economy

In Figure 2, the white line dividing B′ from B′′ is described by the equation α = Q
1+2
√
2

. Now, in

subspace A the prevailing equilibrium is a state of farming autarky (X ,X ), while in subspaces B′

and B′′ the prevailing equilibrium is a developed social division of labour described by (X ,Y ). In

the subspace B′′ all Type B agents have a preference to obtain a high payo� in a Type B – Type B

meeting, but are deterred by the possibility that they actually get the minimal payo� from such a

meeting.

From this analysis we can now give a precise and full description of the resulting equilibrium

con�guration of the matching network economy.

Corollary 3.2 In the three-stage trade mechanism described by the matching network economy, there

emerges a trade structure based on meetings asa follows:

(i) If 0 < f 6 1

2
, there emerges an equilibrium trade infrastructure with a fraction 2f of A–B

meetings and a fraction (1 − 2f ) of B–B meetings.

(ii) If 1

2
6 f < 1, there emerges an equilibrium trade infrastructure with a fraction 2(1 − f ) of

A–B meetings and a fraction (2f − 1) of A–A meetings.

We can summarise the payo� structures achieved in the various parameter subspaces as follows:
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Type A – Type Ameeting:

U = ( αQ , αQ ) for α > 1

1+2
√
2

U =

(
Q (1 + 3α )2

4(1 + 2α )
,
Q (1 + α )2

4(1 + 2α )

)
for 0 6 α 6 1

1+2
√
2

Type A – Type B meeting:

U = ( αQ , α ) for subspace A

U =

(
Q (Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )
,
Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )

)
for subspace B

Type B – Type B meeting:

U = ( α , α ) for subspace A ∪ B′

U =

(
(Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )
,
(Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )

)
for subspace B′′

4 A Yangian global market economy

�e global market is described through a system of two markets in which agents submit their

production bundles and in which a global market price for both goods is established. As usual,

consumption plans are obtained through utility maximisation given the income generated by the

trade of the produced quantities of the two goods. In the Yangian framework, given the prevailing

price in these markets, all consumer-producers select a production plan from their production set.

In this case, all agents either specialise in farming or in weaving. �is results in an endogenous

emergence of a social division of labour in the economy that is guided through the market price

(Yang, 2001, Chapter 2).

As before, the price of cloth (Y ) is expressed as in exchange rate in terms of the quantity of food

stu� (X ) required to obtain one unit of cloth. �e market price of cloth is denoted in general by p,

while the equilibriummarket price under various conditions is represented as P . �ere emerge three

potential equilibria in this Yangian general equilibrium framework with endogenous production

planning by the two types of agents:

Price equilibration: All types of agents select their optimal production plan, being (Q ,0) for Type

A agents and (0,Q ) for Type B agents, resulting in a social division of labour that assigns

both types of agents to their maximal productivity level. �e market price now equilibrates

demand and supply of the two goods in accordance with the standard Walrasian model with

�xed production/supply. �is type of price equilibration only exists and functions if and only

if
1

Q < p < Q .

Type A equilibration: If p = Q then Type A agents become indi�erent between farming and

weaving. �is implies there is potentially an equilibrium in this market economy at which
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p = Q and a fraction of weaving Type A agents equilibrates the markets. �us, equilibration

is accomplished through adjustment of the social division of labour.

Type B equilibration: Finally, if p = 1

Q , then Type B agents become indi�erent between weav-

ing and farming. In that case there is potentially an equilibrium in this market economy at

which p = 1

Q and a fraction of farming Type B agents equilibrates the markets. �us, as in

the previous case, equilibration is accomplished through adjustment of the social division of

labour.

�e Yangian framework based on the modelling of economic agents as consumer-producers results

in a very di�erent outlook than a classical Walrasian approach based on a dichotomy of production

and consumption. Indeed, the indigenous adaptation of the social division of labour results in the

emergence of equilibria that are not based on price equilibration, but equilibration through the

adaptation of the social division of labour. In particular, this refers here to the presence of Type A

and Type B equilibration in the global market economy.

4.1 Price equilibration

�emarket price p is adjusted so that demand and supply equalise for a given population of X - and

Y -producers. �e condition is that

1

Q
< p < Q (28)

In that case all agents specialise in the task they accomplish in the most productive fashion; i.e., all

agents strive for income maximisation. �at means that TypeA agents farm and produceQ units of

X and that Type B agents weave and produce Q units of Y . �us, the market economy is described

by demand and supply given by

DX (p) = f ·
Q + αp

2

+ (1 − f ) ·
(Q + α )p

2

(29)

DY (p) = f ·
Q − αp

2p
+ (1 − f ) ·

Q − α

2

(30)

SX (p) = f ·Q (31)

SY (p) = (1 − f ) ·Q (32)

Market equilibration in X implies that from DX (p) = SX (p) the equilibrium price is determined as

P∗ =
f Q

(1 − f )Q + α
(33)
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Consumption bundles in equilibrium for both type of agents can now be determined as

CA =

(
(1 − f )Q2 + α (1 − +f )Q

2(1 − f )Q + 2α
,
(1 − f ) (Q + α )

2f

)
(34)

CB =

(
f Q (Q + α )

2(1 − f )Q + 2α
,
Q − α

2

)
(35)

�us, the equilibrium utility levels through price equilibration are now computed as

U A =
Q ( (1 − f )Q + α (1 + f ) )2

4f (1 − f )Q + 4α f
(36)

U B =
f Q (Q + α )2

4(1 − f )Q + 4α
(37)

Now the fundamental price equilibration condition (28) holds if and only if

(Q + 1) f −Q < α < f Q (Q + 1) −Q (38)

which is equivalent to the condition that

Q + α

Q (Q + 1)
< f <

Q + α

Q + 1
(39)

4.2 Type A equilibration

�is case is described by equilibration of the market economy through the adjustment of the social

division of labour for the �xed market price of cloth given by PA = Q .

In this case we know that incomes for both types are given by IA = Q and IB = Q2
. At the

speci�ed price, Type A agents are indi�erent between farming and weaving, while Type B agents

are always weaving. �us, we can assume that there is a fraction 0 6 д 6 f of Type A agents that

specialise in weaving rather than farming, while a fraction f − д of Type A agents specialises as

farmers.

�e market economy is now described by total market demand and supply for X as well as Y

given by

DX (PA) = f ·
1 + α

2

Q + (1 − f ) ·
Q + α

2

Q (40)

DY (PA) = f ·
1 − α

2

+ (1 − f ) ·
Q − α

2

(41)

SX (PA) = f ·Q + д · 1 (42)

SY (PA) = (1 − f − д) ·Q (43)

�rough market equilibration for X we can now easily compute that in equilibrium

д̂ =
f (Q + 1) − (Q + α )

2

(44)
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It is easy to compute from individual demand functions that equilibrium utility levels are now given

by

U A =
Q (1 + α )2

4

(45)

U B =
Q (Q + α )2

4

(46)

�is equilibrium exists if 0 6 д̂ 6 f , which is equivalent to the condition that

(Q − 1) f −Q 6 α 6 (Q + 1) f −Q (47)

�is in turn can be expressed as

Q + α

Q + 1
6 f 6

Q + α

Q − 1
(48)

4.3 Type B equilibration

In this case, the market price of cloth is �xed at PB =
1

Q . Again market equilibration is achieved

through the adjustment of the social division of labour.

In this case we know that incomes for both types are given by IA = Q and IB = 1. At the

speci�ed price, Type A agents always farm, while Type B agents are indi�erent between farming

and weaving. �us, we can assume that there is a fraction 0 6 д 6 1 − f of Type B agents that

specialise in farming rather than weaving, while a fraction 1 − f − д specialises as weavers.

�e market economy is now described by total market demand and supply given by

DX (PB ) = f ·
Q2 + α

2Q
+ (1 − f ) ·

Q + α

2Q
(49)

DY (PB ) = f ·
Q2 − α

2

+ (1 − f ) ·
Q − α

2

(50)

SX (PB ) = f ·Q + д · 1 (51)

SY (PB ) = (1 − f − д) ·Q (52)

�rough market equilibration for Y we can now determine that in equilibrium

д̂ =
1−f
2
− 1

2
f + α

2Q (53)

It is easy to compute from individual demand functions that equilibrium utility levels are now given

by

U A =
(Q2 + α )2

4Q
(54)

U B =
(Q + α )2

4Q
(55)
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�is equilibrium exists if 0 6 д̂ 6 1 − f . �is holds if and only if

f Q (Q + 1) −Q 6 α 6 f Q (Q − 1) +Q (56)

�is is, in turn, equivalent to

α −Q

Q (Q − 1)
6 f 6

α +Q

Q (Q + 1)
(57)

5 Inequality analysis

We are now in the position to analyse the changes to utilitarian inequality in the economy un-

der di�erent institutional frameworks. So, for given populations we can analyse how a matching

network economy compares to a global market economy in terms of the generated utility values.

We consider three types of populations, namely a population with a restricted proportion of

Type A agents; a balanced population with equal fractions of A and B types; and a population with

a larger proportion of Type A agents. For each of these cases we compare trade outcomes under

the two institutional structures we have examined in the previous sections of this paper.

�roughout this analysis we assume that 1 6 Q 6 3. Furthermore, we emphasise that this

analysis only has validity in the parameter subspace B. First, for any fraction f ∈ [0,1] it is clear

that if α > Q the economy collapses in autarky, regardless of the institutional trade structure

considered. Indeed, also in a global market Type B agents are not willing to become weavers under

these parameter values. Second, for the subspace A with α 6 Q the matching network economy

collapses in a farming autarky. Hence throughout the parameter subspace A, the analysis would

not be very fruitful.

�is leaves the following cases for consideration:

Case I: f = 1

4
and (Q ,α ) ∈ B′′.

�is describes the case of a small, privileged class of Type A agents such that trade is very

relevant, also in the matching framework.

Case II: f = 1

4
and (Q ,α ) ∈ B′.

�is describes the case of a small, privileged class of Type A agents such that trade is only

relevant in a global market, but autarky becomes relevant for Type B – Type B relationships

in the matching framework.

Case III: f = 1

2
and (Q ,α ) ∈ B.

�is describes the case of a completely balanced population of economic agents. In this case

the global market performs exactly the same under price equilibration as the matching frame-

work. However, a secondary Type B equilibrium in the global market still imposes inequality

di�erences under these two institutional se�ings.

Case IV: f = 3

4
and 0 6 α 6 1

1+2
√
2

.

If there is a minority of Type B agents, there emerges interesting consequences for the in-

equality in the economy. In this case, Type A agents su�er welfare losses from globalisation.
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On the other hand, Type B agents gain from globalisation. �e consequences for inequality

are unpredictable, including the case of inequality reversal.

Case V: f = 3

4
and α > 1

1+2
√
2

.

In this �nal case, the analysis is less straightforward. For certain parameter values, where Q

and α are both relatively high, there emerge strict Pareto improvements under globalisation.

Each of these �ve cases is discussed next.

5.1 Analysis for Case I

First, consider f = 1

4
and (Q ,α ) ∈ B′′. Hence, Type A agents form a minority, which enhances

their scope as specialist producers of the socially preferred commodity X . In particular we look at

a fraction f = 1

4
of Type A agents, implying that there is a fraction 1 − f = 3

4
of Type B agents.

We are particularly interested in �nding evidence that global trade results in larger inequalities

in the economy. �is implies that we focus on the parameter subspace B′′ for which Type B agents

achieve a relatively high payo� in trade with other Type B agents. �is will, therefore, be the focus

of our investigation for the case that there are more Type A agents than Type B agents and Type B

– Type B matchings are common under the matching network institutional arrangement.

�ematching economy: We consider the di�erent equilibria that might arise from thematching

structure in the economy. In particular, we know that all Type A agents match with a Type B

agent and that the remaining Type B agents match among themselves. We assume that matching

is essentially random within these pairings, so any Type B agent has equal probability to assume

any of the three equilibrium roles in these matchings.
7

In the parameter subspace B′′ we get the following equilibrium utilities:

UAB (FA) =
Q (Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )

UAB (WB ) =
Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )

UBB (FB ) =
(Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )

UBB (WB ) =
(Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )

Hence, we conclude that the expected utility levels for the two agent types in this matching econ-

7
Hence, any Type B agent specialises with a probability

1

3
as a weaver engaging with a Type A agent; as a farmer

engaging with another Type B agent; and as a weaver engaging with another Type B agent.
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omy are given by

UN (A) =
Q (Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )
(58)

UN (B) = 1

3
UAB (WB ) +

1

3
UBB (FB ) +

1

3
UBB (WB ) =

(Q + 1) (Q + α )2 + (Q + 3α )2

12(Q + 2α )
(59)

�ese utility values can now be compared to the utility levels achieved under a global market mech-

anism.

�e global market economy: Again we limit our focus to the parameter subspace B′′ in our

analysis of the global market system. Now, given the parameter inequalities given in (38), (47)

and (56) for the stated value f = 1

4
, we identify that for 1 6 Q 6 3 there are no values of α in

which price equilibration or Type A equilibration functions. �e only global market equilibrium is

therefore based on Type B equilibration. In the resulting equilibrium the price is given by P = 1

Q

and a fraction д̂ = 1

4
+ α

2Q 6
3

4
= 1 − f of Type B agents specialise as farmers.

For this form of market equilibration we derive that the expected utility values are given by

UG (A) =
(Q2 + α )2

4Q
(60)

UG (B) =
(Q + α )2

4Q
(61)

Inequality analysis: Using the identi�ed utility values for the di�erent institutional systems,

we can now do a complete comparison. In particular, we are interested whether the majority Type

B agents bene�t from globalisation. We therefore consider the inequality

UN (B) > UG (B).

A secondary comparison of interest is the one given by

UN (A) > UG (A).

Figure 3 depicts the graphical outcome of this comparative analysis. �e orange area intersected

with the subspaceB′′ indicates the parameter values for which all Type B agents are not expected to

bene�t from globalisation. �is mainly refers to the area in B′′ at which α and Q levels are higher.

In this area, all Type A agents bene�t from globalisation, thereby increasing inequality between

Type A and Type B agents in the economy.

In the (dark) gray area in B′′ to the le�, where Q is closer to the lower bound of Q = 1, Type

A agents su�er a welfare loss from globalisation, while Type B agents gain from globalisation. �is

implies that in the gray area the welfare inequality diminishes.

Only in the very small black area in B′′—between the gray and orange areas—there is actually

a strict Pareto improvement for both types of agents from globalisation.
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Figure 3: Inequality analysis for Case I.

We conclude that, within the subspace B′′, there are three di�erent areas of interest with re-

gard to inequality between Type A and Type B agents: In the gray area inequality decreases from

globalisation; in the black area there is a strict Pareto improvement from globalisation under which

inequality remains relatively unchanged; and in the orange area the majority su�ers welfare losses

from globalisation and there is an inequality increase.

5.2 Analysis for Case II

Next, consider again a low fraction of Type B agents with f = 1

4
and (Q ,α ) ∈ B′. Due to the

restriction of the parameters (Q ,α ) ∈ B′ in the matching economy we now get that

UBB (FB ) = UBB (WB ) = α . (62)

Hence,UN (A) remains unchanged from Case I, while

UN (B) =
Q (Q + α )2

12(Q + 2α )
+
2α

3

(63)
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with regard to a global market, the only viable equilibration remains that of Type B, thus resulting

are unchanged from the ones reported in Case I.

Figure 4: Inequality analysis for Case II.

Welfare comparisons result in the graph depicted in Figure 4. Restricting our a�ention to the

parameter subspace B′, we see three pronounced disjoint areas of interest: In the gray area to the

le�, TypeA agents have welfare losses from globalisation; in the black area in the middle, there is a

strict Pareto improvement from globalisation; and in the blue area to the le� Type B agents su�er

welfare losses due to globalisation.
8

It is clear that welfare losses for Type B agents are much less widespread due to the low return

from trade relationships with other Type B agents in the matching economy. Nevertheless, for Q

su�ciently high, globalisation results in inequality increases.

5.3 Analysis of a balanced population: Case III

Next, consider f = 1

2
and (Q ,α ) ∈ B. Here the population is completely balanced between Type

A and Type B agents. �is balance simpli�es the analysis considerably for the matching economy

8
It is emphasised that the analysis is only valid in and refers to the parameter subspace B′, excluding the subspace

B′′ from consideration.
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as well as for the global market under price equilibration. Again we investigate the equilibria that

emerge under the two institutional frameworks and analyse the implications for inequality.

�e matching economy: In the matching framework, there only emerge Type A – Type B re-

lationships due to the population balance between the two agent types. Hence, the equilibrium

payo�s are simply the payo�s computed for this relationship form:

UN (A) =
Q (Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )

UN (B) =
Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )

�e global market economy: In the global economy, there emerge two di�erent type of equi-

libria. With reference to the depiction in Figure 5, we can distinguish two areas in the subspace B,

separated by the green curve described by the equation

α = 1

2
Q (Q − 1). (64)

Figure 5: Inequality analysis for Case III.
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�e area to the le� of the green curve represents the area in B in which price equilibration emerges

in the global market, while in the parameter set right of the green curve there emerges a Type B

equilibrium in the global market.

Right to the green curve (α 6 1

2
Q (Q − 1)), the equilibrium utilities from price equilibration can

be computed as

UG (A) =
Q (Q + 3α )2

4(Q + 2α )
≡ UN (A) (65)

UG (B) =
Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )
≡ UN (B) (66)

Hence, as expected under a balanced population, price equilibration results in exactly the same

payo�s as one-to-one matching between agents of the two di�erent types.

Le� to the green curve (α > 1

2
Q (Q − 1)), the equilibrium utilities from Type B equilibration can

be computed as

UG (A) =
(Q2 + α )2

4Q
(67)

UG (B) =
(Q + α )2

4Q
(68)

�is leads to the question whether there are welfare inequalities in the area of the parameter sub-

space B that support Type B equilibration. It is easy to check that UN (A) > UG (A) as well as

UN (B) < UG (B) for the area le� to the green curve in Figure 5. Hence, Type B agents gain from

globalisation, while Type A agents su�er utilitarian losses from globalisation.

As a consequences the welfare inequality between Type A and Type B agents will diminish by

globalisation through the transforming the institutional economic framework to a global market.

5.4 Analysis of Case IV

Now consider that Type A agents form a majority, say f = 3

4
. Our previous analysis shows that we

have distinguish α 6 1

1+2
√
2

(Case IV) from α > 1

1+2
√
2

and (Q ,α ) ∈ B (Case V). (Note here that in

Case IV it automatically holds that (Q ,α ) ∈ B.)

�ematching economy: If TypeA agents form a majority, in a matching economy they assume

with equal probability the three roles of farmer in a Type A – Type B and the two di�erent roles in

a Type B – Type B relationship. Hence, the expected utility for any Type A agent in the matching

economy can be computed as

UN (A) = 1

3
UAB (FA) +

1

3
UAA (FA) +

1

3
UAA (WA) =

=
Q (Q + 3α )2

12(Q + 2α )
+
Q (1 + 4α + 5α2

6(1 + 2α )
(69)
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Also we derive for all Type B agents that their utility in the matching economy is given by

UN (B) =
Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )

�e global market economy: In Case IV, there emerge two forms of equilibration in the mar-

ket: Price equilibration and Type A equilibration, depending on the exact parameter values for the

identi�ed area. In both cases the analysis leads to exactly the same conclusions.
9

Indeed, under price equilibration we arrive at utilities given by

UG (A) =
Q (Q + 7α )2

12(Q + 4α )
(70)

UG (B) =
3Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 4α )
(71)

In this case it holds for all relevant parameter values thatUN (A) > UG (A) as well asUN (B) < UG (B).

Similarly, under Type A equilibration we derive that

UG (A) =
Q (1 + α )2

4

(72)

UG (B) =
Q (Q + α )2

4

(73)

Again in the relevant parameter space, it holds thatUN (A) > UG (A) as well asUN (B) < UG (B).

Hence, uniformly one can conclude that globalisation leads to welfare losses for TypeA agents,

while Type B agents gain from globalisation. Regarding inequality, this implies that inequality

diminishes or even reverses and in some cases that inequality in favour of Type B agents increases

further.

5.5 Analysis of Case V

Finally, consider the case that f = 3

4
, α > 1

1+2
√
2

and (Q ,α ) ∈ B. In this case for the matching

economy we derive

UN (A) =
2αQ

3

+
Q (Q + 3α )2

12(Q + 2α )
(74)

UN (B) =
Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 2α )
(75)

In the global market there are two valid equilibration forms: In Figure 6, the green line represented

by 4α = 3 − Q delineates these two cases. Right to this line, the parameters support price equili-

bration, while le� to this green line the parameter values lead to Type A equilibration in the global

market.

9
�e exact parameter values are depicted in Figure 6. �e green line is represented by 4α = 3 − Q , below the red

line with α = 1/(1 + 2

√
2). For all parameter values right to this line there emerges price equilibration, while for all

parameter values le� to this line there emerges Type A equilibration in the global market.
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Under price equilibration, we derive utility values given by

UG (A) =
Q (Q + 7α )2

12(Q + 4α )

UG (B) =
3Q (Q + α )2

4(Q + 4α )

as already computed for Case IV above.

Again the conclusion is that under price equilibration Type A agents su�er losses, while Type

B agents gain from globalisation as already reported in Case IV.

Figure 6: Inequality analysis for Case V.

Under Type A equilibration in the global market there emerge the same utility levels already

reported under Case IV. Now, however, a utilitarian comparison results in more intricate conclu-

sions. As before all Type B agents gain from globalisation: UN (B) < UG (B). On the other hand, it

holds that UN (A) > UG (A) in the orange area in Figure 6, le�/below the green line. In the black

area towards the corner, the reverse holds, and Type A gain from globalisation.
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5.6 Overview of the analytical conclusions

In this paper we looked in depth at the parameter values in which inequalities between the two

types of economic agents increase due to globalisation. Contemplating and reviewing the results

presented above for all Cases I–V, we conclude that the following general properties hold:

�eorem 5.1 In the Yangian general equilibrium framework with two types of agents considered here,

we conclude that

(i) Type A agents are always be�er o� than Type B agents, irrespective of the institutional trade

infrastructure imposed in this economy;

(ii) there emerge more trade opportunities and more fully developed equilibrium con�gurations

in the matching economy for cases in which the necessary good (X ) is more equally preferred

to the luxury good (Y ), represented by lower values of α , while for high enough values of α

there emerges a farming autarky independently of the trade institutional framework;

(iii) for higher returns to specialisation—represented by higher values of Q—inequality between

Type A and Type B agents increases under globalisation;

(iv) for medium values of both α and Q globalisation is uniformly welfare increasing, leading to

strict Pareto improvements across all types of economic agents;

(v) and for lower returns to specialisation—represented by values ofQ closer to unity (1)—inequality

between Type A and Type B agents decreases due to globalisation.

It is clear that further research is necessary to clarify the questions about the emergence of certain

equilibria, the e�ects of globalisation on autarky versus trade, and increasing inequality due to

globalisation.
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